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The classical literature of the Vedanta dariana employs the terms sat, cit,
and inanda to characterize the nature of ultimate reality (itman-Brahman),
though such descriptions, as Deutsch points out, "... are not so much
qualifying attributes of Brahman as they are the terms that express the
apprehension of Brahman by man."' The classical V e d ~ n t ateachers such
j a also insistent that the vitalistic principle
as ~arikaraand R ~ m ~ n u are
(&@a) is merely a phenomenal rather than an ultimate reality.' At the same
time, these teachers maintain that their views are nothing more than
interpretations of the Ved~nticscriptures, primarily the Upani:adr. In what
follows I shall seek to demonstrate that the views of both ~afikaraand
Ramanuja are, in most cases, misinterpretations of the relevant Upani;adr
by (a) showing that in many Upanisads, pr@a is regarded as an ultimate
reality and (b)indicating how Upanisadic conceptions of itman and brahman
frequently incorporated features that were originally employed to
characterize pr@u.

Pre- Upani$adic Concepts of PrZg
The recognition of prina as an ultimate principle actually pre-dates the
Upan+adr. In the Athama Veda (I 1.4)pnina is described as the ultimate source,
ground and controller of all. This hymn, according to A. H. Ewing, presents us with 'the highest meaning ofprina,' w i t h p r z ~as the 'primeval cosThe passages where this primeval status is most clearly
mic prin~iple.'~
established are:
Vs

I

Homage to prZna in whose control is this all, who hath been
lord of all,Irlwhom all stand firm.
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Vs :o

Breath (przyz) clothes (am-vas) human beings &raja) as a father
clothes a dear son; breath is lord of all, both what breathes and
what does not.

Vs

Breath is V i r ~ j breath
,
is the directress, breath all worship,
breath is the sun, the moon; breath they call Prajapati.

12

Vs 15 Breath they call Matariivan; breath is called the wind; in breath
what has been and what will be, in breath is all established
(prati~thita)
.4
That the conception of prtina set out above was held by a number of
Vedic teachers, is evident from an examination of later texts such as the
Aitareya Aragaka and the ~atapathaBrtihmana. T h e first of these contains five
component Aranyakas, the second of which divides naturally into two parts.
Part one (adbayhas 1-3) deals with the uktha (the high chant of the Rgueda)
whilst part two constitutes what is more generally known as the Aitarqa
Upanigd. T h e material dealing with prana is found almost entirely in part
one.
To understand the views about prEna that are held by the author of this
text one needs to begin with the story of the faculties trying to determine
which of them is the hymn (uktha),this being employed as a synonym for the
supreme principle (2.1.4). Speech, sight, hearing and mind all quit the body
but it only falls when theprzna departs. Similarly, each in turn returns to the
body but only on the return ofprZna is it re-animated. At this demonstration
of theprtipa's supremacy the other faculties proclaim that:

...breath only is the hymn. Let men know that breath is the hymn. The
gods said to breath, 'Thou art the hymn, thou art all this, we are thine, thou
art ours.'5
T h e identity ofprEna and uktha can then, presumably, be read back into
2.1.2, where it is said that all existence springs from the ~ k t h a Certainly,
.~
the verses following 2.1.3 simply reiterate this view in a variety of ways, a
reiteration that is continued throughout adhy3a.s 2 and 3.2.1.5 commences
with the statement that, "The gods carried him f o ~ i a r d . "T~h e most logical identity of 'him' is the prtina-who-is-the-uktha and this is confirmed by
S ~ y a n a the
,
only traditional commentator to comment o n the entire
Aran2aka.8 Also, in 2.1~5there is a distinction made between pr@a and
aptina and each is placed on a level with other faculties (speech, etc). So we
read:
Day is breathing forth (priv), night is breathing down (apzna).Speech is fire,
sight yonder sun, mind the moon, hearing the quarters . . .'
T h e n we are told that:

...this is the union of those sent forth."
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'Those sent forth' are obviously the faculties, speech, etc, which are
regarded as the forms of deities residing in the body. 'This," as Keith
points out," "is obscure" but a reasonable interpretation, given the context,
would be that it is the pr&za-which-is-the-uktha.
Prana and apina would then
simply be derivatives of this in the same way that speech etc, are.
In 2. I .6 we are again reminded of the ultimate nature of pn@a whm we
are told that:
. . . all of this is covered by przp. This ether is supported by prip . ..l 2
Such a power is obviously a creative force and the remainder of the
adhyqa and the whole of the next are devoted to establishing a link
between, if not the identity of, prrina, the cosmic purusa and Prajapati. The
powers ofpraa (which is called 'this person' in 2.1.7 and 'he who shines' in
2.2.11)are that he creates earth, fire, sky, heaven, the sun, the quarters, the
moon, the waters and Varuna (lord of the moral order (yta) and the deep
water). Furthermore, he is, "all these verses, all these Vedas, all sounds
(yho~a).
. ." l 3 a list which, presumably includes the thirty-six syllabled brhati
metre, which is 'the whole self'.14Finally, we may note that in 2.2.3 Indra
tells Viivamitra that he (Indra) is PrZ?, Viivamitra isprana and all creatures
are prna.
TiVe can thus conclude that in this part of the Aitareya Aranyaka, the only
part dealing at all comprehensively with the topic ofprina, the vital force is
considered to be the source of all and the ground or being of all.
In A.A. 2.1.8 we are informed that it is knowledge of pr@.a, of how it
functions and how it exists in the human body, 'the hiding place of
brahman', that brings immortality. Why this should be so can be inferred
from a study of the Satapatha Brrihmana. In 1.4.3.8 there is a reference to the
'antastha przna' (the middle or central prrina) which Ewing regards as
synonymous with the 'madhyama prri?' of the Upani;ads." He also suggests
that here the clear intention of the verse is to present p % g as 'the controlling
influence', the 'Inner Ruler' which is 'an active, conscious, even Divine
Force which dominates the entire organism'. l6 Eggeling translates thus:
. .. what central breath [antasthn prEp] there is (in the body) . .. that one
indeed is the internal motive force of the breathings . . . And whosoever
knows that i~lter~lal
motive force of the breathings, him they regard as the
ixlterxlal motive force."

If Ewing is correct then we have here a concept which is almost identical
to the Upani;adic antavimin (inner controller). The ~atapathaBrrihmana also
equatesprina with the immortal element in man (S.B. 2.2.2.8-15; 10.2.6.18)
and states that the pranas, which are 'the highest thing of all this universe'
(8.7.4.21),are immortality (9.,1.2.32).Mythically, this is presented in terms of
the division of Praj~patiin S.B. 10.1.4.1:

24
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Now at the beginning, Prajspati was (composed of) both these, the mortal
and immortal - his vital airs alone were immortal, his body mortal . . .

Such a division is also reflected in the human being; hence S.B. 6.7.1.11
informs us that,

... that part of the vital air which is immortal is above the navel and
streams out by upward breathing; but that which is mortal passes by and
away from the navel . ..
A crucial part of this knowledge of pr@a is, as was noted above in
connection with the AihrgaAranyaka, that it exists in two principal modes, a
unitary one, when it is the foundation of all existence a n d the inner
controller of the individual, and diversified one, when it is the various
cosmic forces and the breaths and faculties which exist in the body. Hence,
8~7.3.21informs us that,
. .. this vital air l;brZa] whilst being one only, extends over all the limbs, over
the whole body,''
and 11.1.2.3 explains that:
. . . this sacrifice is the blowing (wind) [ v q u = P r Z p ] : he blows, as it were, as a
single one, but when he has entered into man he is divided into ten parts.Ig
Most statements about the number of press in the S.B. suggest that
there are ten of them. However, some texts increase the number by varying
amounts; hence we find references to eleven (8.4.3.8; I 1.2.1.2), twelve
(12.3.2.2) and thirteen (3.8.4.1).
T h e unifiedprcina enters the body by way of the headz0and then spreads
throughout, infusing every limb." In doing so it nourishes and vitalizes the
body.Z2Those parts not reached by the prcina dry up and wither away.23
T h e distribution of pr@a appears to be effected by means of definite
pathways, though the text is not clear on this.
T h e vitalisation. of the body appears to be the result of the activities of
the five prcinas:pr@a, apcina, ycina, udcina and samcina. However, as was noted
in connection with the Aitareya Aragaka, the one prcina also manifests as the
different sensory faculties. There are various lists of these in the S.B. T h e
"pcinas in the head' or 'thepranas of Praj~pati'(7.5,2.6, 9.2.2.5 and 9.3.3.8)
are mind (manas), eye (cak~us),breath branu), ear (Sratra) and voice (vcic).T h e
eyes, ears, nostrils and mouth are the sevenprcigs mentioned in 7.5.2.8-12
a n d the same list, with speech substituted for mouth, is f0un.d in
9.3.1.10-12. Hence, whenprcina diversifies in the body it manifests as both
vital forces (the five pranas) and percept~ialfaculties.
This is not all, for, as we might expect from the inclusion of manas
among the list ofpr@as, prcina is also the source, if not the substance of mentation. Thus, ". . . Savitr is the mind and the thoughts are the vital airs . ..",24
and ". . . the divine inspirers doubtless are the vital airs, for these inspire all
thoughts . . .".25
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A similar sentiment is found in A.A. 2.3.5, where we are told that:
. . . the self that is speech is imperfect, since a man understarlds if driven to
thought by breath (papa), not if driven by speech.'=
Thus, in many parts of pre-Upanisadic Vedic literature the vitalistic principle, pr@za,is presented as the self-existent source of everything, the
ground or being of ephemeral mortal forms. It is diversified as prana,
apana, etc., the perceptual faculties and, possibly, thoughts. One who
knows this, who knows the deity, knows the supreme prana, knows the
immortal (which is the true essence of a person) and attains immortality.
We have here, then, the same salvific scheme that dominates the
Upanzsadr. At the heart of this scheme, however, resides the vital principle,
the prtina, not ntman or Brahman.

Pr@za as an ultimate principle in the Upani~ads
An examination of all references to pr& in the Upanzjads reveals that the
prominent view is quite similar to that already outlined with regard to preUpaniJadic literature: priw is the primeval source of all and the immortal
inner essence of individuals which manifests in the body as the various
breaths (apiina, etc.) and faculties. In a number of instances this is presented
in an unambiguous manner, in others, however, close analysis is required to
demonstrate their espousal of such a view.
However, this is not the only view ofprba to be found in the Upanisads.
In a number of places it is presented as what I shall call a cosmic principle,
i.e. one which is derived from the fundamental principle but which itself is
the source of further manifestations at the level of phenomenal or
individualised existence. In yet other places we find accounts ofpr* only
as it appears at the phenomenal level. In some cases these could be taken to
be statements about the phenomenal manifestation of a higher principle
which is assumed but not referred to. In others, however, it is clear that the
author(s) are operating with a different model of existence than that
assumed in the passages referred to above and that, in these instances, pr@u
does not have the high status ascribed to it by the other accounts.
Clearly the characterisation of prana as a cosmic or phenomenal
principle by Ved~ntinssuch as ~arilraraand R a m ~ n u j acan be supported
by reference to the above-mentioned passages, e.g. B.A.U. 1.2; C.U. 1.1,
3.12-18 and 6; T U. 1-3; Kaiha Upanzsad 4 and 5; P.U. 3; Mazt. U. 2.6-7.
Nevertheless, by far the most frequent way of presenting pr@a in the
Upani;ads is as an ultimate principle. Many of these accounts are picked out
na
of their 'problematic' nature (i.e.
for consideration by B ~ d a r ~ y a because
they present pr@a, not atman or Brahman, as the ultimate principle). His
hermeneutical strategy in the Brahmasiltra is essentially designed to show
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that Upani~adicteachers who presentedprzna as the ultimate did not really
j a this
mean what they said. In their own ways ~arikaraand R ~ m ~ n uecho
sentiment. My aim in this section is to demonstrate that B~darayana,
~arikara,R m ~ n u j and
a other Ved~ntinswho followed them have, in fact,
distorted the message of the above-mentioned teachers.
Passages in the Upani;ads where pr@a is presented as an ultimate principle
can be divided into ~o groups: straightforward and metaphorical. The
straightforward passages are B.A.U. 1.6.1-3, 2.3.1-6, 3.9, 4.4.7 and 4.4.22;
C. U 3.15.4,4.3.1-4, 4.10.4-5 and chapter 7; P. U. 2; Mund. U. 3.1.4 and Kaw.
U. 4.20. The metaphorical passages are those which present the various
faculties arguing about their respective status, particularly about which of
them is supreme: B.A.U. 1.3, 1.5.22 and 6.1.1-14; C. U 1.2.1-14 and 5.1.1-15;
Kaus. U. 2.14and3.3, andP.U 2.1-13. 0ftheseB.A.U. 1.3and C.U. 1.2.1-14
are versions of the same account. The same is true for B.A. U. 6. I . 1-14 and
C. U. 5.1.1-15.
Some of the straightforward passages offer simple statements about the
,. ultimacy ofpriina, e.g pr@a is everything (C. U. 3.15.4,Ka,th. U 2.3.2);pr@a is
Brahman (C. U. 4.10.4-5);prGna is the ahan (Mund. U. 3.14). Others develop
related themes from different perspectives and these warrant more detailed
discussion.
One theme is that of the two aspects of the ultimate: an unrnanifest and a
manifest; an immortal and a mortal; a mobile and an immobile; a
transcendent and an existent; the one god and the many gods (B.A.U.
2.3.1-6, 3.9). In every case P r i is~ identified with the first item in each pair.
Another theme is that of the single source and the many manifestations.
Thus, in B.A.U. 3.9, where it is stated thatprzpz is the one god (eka deua), we
are told that the 33 gods are but manifestations of that one god and that the
eleven Rudras are the tenpriim @r@a,apana, yiina, udzna, samina, uac, cabus,
Srotra, nisii, manas?) and itman (here meaning body or, possibly, ego
(ego/personality). Atman (self)is declared to be none of thesepranas (neti, netz).
This latter itman is obviously to be distinguished from the eleventh of the
pranas and would thus seem to equate with the one god, the prayul, which has
the prinas as its manifestations. Similarly, B.A.U. 4.3-4 equates atman,
Brahman andprzp. This iitman/Brahrnan/prZ~is the light within the heart,
abides in the space within the heart, is immortal, is the lord, controller and
ruler of al1,and is the one made of consciousness among the priinas
(mjfiznamnya p r z p . ~ ~This
) . atman/Brahman/prina has, as its manifestations,
uifizna, manas, pa-, cabw, Srotra, fithi* apas, U ~ U
ZkZa,
, tgm, atgm, kima,
akEma, krodha, akrodha, dhanna, adhanna and everything (sarvarnaya). The gods
worship it as the light of lights boti;imjyot$z) and as life immortal (Quramyta).
The equation of atman, Brahman andpriipz can also be deduced from a
consideration of verses which connect with B.A.U. 2.3.6, where it states
that ". . . the p~anasare truth and this (e;a) is the truth of those (tesim)." This
prina which is the truth of the truth is the person in the right eye, the
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essence of the truth. In B.A.U. 2.1.20 atman is described as the truth of
truth (sapasya sapam) and in C.U 4.15. I as the person seen in the eye, who
is without fear, immortal, Brahman.
The final passage presenting prina as an ultimate principle that I will
comment on is C. U. 7. This chapter does not, on the surface, present p r w
as an ultimate principle for it distinguishes it from &man. However, 'in my
opinion this view has been redacted into an original account which
presented prina as the ultimate principle. T h e chapter deals with
Sanatkumara's instructions to N ~ r a d aon the progressive worship of
Brahman. The teaching begins with the statement that worshipping
Brahman as name (nzma) is quite legitimate. However, we are told that
speech (uac) is greater than name; in turn, mind (manas) is greater than
speech; will (samkalpa) is greater than mind; thought (citta) is greater than
will; contemplation (dhyina)is greater than thought; understanding (uzjEZna)
is greater than contemplation; strength (bala)is greater than understandng;
food (anna) is greater than strength; water (ap) is greater than food; heat
(tgas) is greater than water; ether (Zkcia) is greater than heat; memory
(smara)is greater than ether; hope (iiqis greater than memory; breath/life
(prana)is greater than hope.
At this point the narrative changes. Whereas each of the preceding sections ended with the words "Venerable Sir, is there anything greater
than . . .? Yes, there is something greater than . . . Do, Venerable Sir, tell me
that . .." section 15,where it is stated thatpray is greater than ZZ3 ends with:
Priina is all this. Verilij, he who sees this, thinks this, understands this,
becomes an excelle~ltspeaker [ativcidin].Even if people should say to him,
'you are an excellent speaker', he should not deny it.27
The following section introduces a different kind of treatment, where
concepts such as truth (sapa),understanding (vzjEZna)and faith (iraddhq are
described. It is clear that this set of verses forms part of a different analysis
than that offered by the first set. Instead of commenting on the relative
merits of the different concepts Sanatkum~raintroduces them as being
desirable to understand. Hence, each of the sections from sixteen to twentythree, which introduces the concept of the infinite (bhuma), ends with the
words "Venerable Sir, I desire to understand .. .". The infinite is described
in the following two verses, after which we read in 25.1, "Now next, the
instruction with regard to the self-sense (ahamkir~)."~'
The following verse
(25.2) introduces "the instruction in regard to the self (atman)", which is
described as being "this all". Then, in 26.1, we are told that prana springs
from the atman (atmatah preah), hope (ziq springs from the self, memory
springs from the self and so on back down the list in 7.1.3-15.
What is peculiar about 26.1 is that none of the qualities listed between
16.1 and 25.1 are mentioned as springing from the self. This creates a
distinct sense of discontinuity. The continuity can be restored, however, by
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taking 7.25.2and 7.26.1and placing them immediately after 7.15.4.
In fact,
this is what William Beidler does in his interpretation of this-chapter
though he does not indicate that he is doing so. The only problem with
such a move is that 7.15.4and 7.25..2seem to contradict each other. The
former states that prana is everything (prii?za hy euaitani sarutini bhauatz); the
latter makes an almost identical claim about iitman (atmaioedam sarvam itz)
whilst at the same time, in the next verse, stating that pr@a is derived from
the iitman. I t is this incompatiliblty which, I would suggest, explains why
7.16-25 was interpolated at this point. If the redactor wanted to
subordinate priina to iitman it would be foolish for him simply to add 7.25.2
and 7.26.1onto 7.15.4
for the incompatibility just discussed would be readily
apparent. What better way to disguise it than by creating a break between
the statement exhaltingpriiv and that exhalting atman? If the interpolation
could have a style which created the impression of continuity all the better.
This, I would suggest, is exactly what we have here: an original text
presenting p r e a as the ultimate principle which has been modified by two
additions. One of these begins either halfway through 7.25.1,where
ahnmkiira is introduced, or at 7.25.2,where atman is introduced. The purpose
of this addition is to subordinate all the principles mentioned in 7.1-15to
the atman. The second addition comprises 7.16to 7.24.2or 7.16to 7.25.The
purpose of this addition is to obscure the incompatibility of the statements
in 7.15.4and 7.25.3.C. U. 7.1-15 thus constitutes a complete unit in its own
right and presents pr@a as the ultimate principle.
The view ofprana presented above finds its clearest Upani~adicexpression
in the Kaustaki Upani;ad, the only early UpaniJad not commented on by
~arikara.In K a u ~ .U. 4.20Ajatasatru teaches D p t a Balaki of the Gargya
The teaching is that during sleep speech (uac)
clan, as he did in B.A.U. 2.1.17.
together with all names, eye (cak~us)together with all forms, ear (Srotra)
together with all sounds and mind (manm) together with all thoughts enter
the p e a . O n waking, the priinas proceed from the self (atman = priiv), the
gods (deva) from the prfinas and the worlds (loka) from the gods. We are then
told that the priina, the intelligence-self (pr.jnlCtman) enters the bodily self
(SnrErEtman)up to the hairs and nails like a razor in a razor case: "on that self
these other selves depend as upon a chief his own men".zg
It is clear that there is much in common between this passage and
B.A. U . 1.4.7.It seems likely that one borrowed from the other or that they
both drew on a common srouce. The Kausitaki account is more detailed
and makes it clear that the fitman/Brahman of B.A.U. 1.4.7.and 10 is the
prcina/pr.jKiitman, this last term being used to indicate the supreme self in
A . U. 3. Similarly, the context in which these equations occur is also fourid
at B.A. U . 2.17where the term v$iZna-maya-puru;a is employed to refer to the
atman. It would appear, then, that the terms prtina, fitman, prajnliitman, v$'KZnamnya-puiu;a and Brahman were regarded as being synonymous in meaning
by a number of Upan-adic teachers. This Kausrtaki account, because it
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draws the various elements from other places together, thus gives substance
to what elsewhere was simply inference.
The other passages where p r i g is presented as an ultimate principle I
have dubbed metaphorical. They deal in different ways with a contest
between the various faculties for supreme status. By and large, these
accounts reiterate what has been said above about the nature ofpriig in preUpani~adicand Upani;adic literature. They can thus be seen to support my
interpretation of that material. In these stories prag is presented as a major
cosmic principle or as the one ultimate principle from which all else derives.
At the material level of creation it diversifies itself to produce both the
physical aspects of existence and the more subtle aspects which animate the
physical ones. AU these accounts describe the subtle manifestations in terms
of the sensory faculties plus mind (manas), speech (uZC) and breath @r@a),the
manifestation most directly derived from and closest in nature to the
original cosmic prana. Almost every account makes pr@a an immortal
principle and the Kausitaki accounts make it the intelligence self @r.jKiitman)
and the self (Ztman).Hence, as in the pre-Upani~adicaccounts, priig gives rise
to mentation - through the manas - and, perhaps expressed more clearly
here than in the earlier material, it is that reality which can be described as
consciousness or intelligence @r.jKq or as self (atman).

The Vitalistic B l u e p r i n t
It is clear from the foregoing that within the Edic tradition a considerable
number of teachers regardedpriina as the ultimate principle of existence,
the immortal source and foundation of everything else, the inner controller
of all living beings, unitary in itself but diversified within beings in a variety
of ways. Knowledge of this immortal, unitary prina constitutes the goal of
the religious life. Yet p m a is not the only term employed to designate this
ultimate principle. In the U$anz;a& descriptions that are virtually identical
to those ofpriina mentioned previously can be found associated with the
terms atman and Brahman, The main passages offering such descriptions
are B.A.U. 1.4.7, 2.1.17, and4.1.2;A.U. 1.2;Mait. U. 6.1-3, a n d 8 , and
Kena U. I.

B.A. UT I .4.7
The BrZhmana of which this verse is a part opens with the words iitmaiuedam
agra ii.ritpuru;auidhah: "In the beginning this (world)was only the self (Ztman),
in the shape of a person."30The following verses then describe the process
of creation through the bifurcation of the self into man and woman. These
transform successfully into all living forms. Verse five then informs us that
"he became the creation" (tatah srstir abhauat) and verse seven that at the
time 'this9was unmanifest (tadhedam tar& ayi@tarn &it), it became manifest
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through name and form (nEmarfipa). He (the atman) entered that which had
become manifest,
even to the tips of the nails, as a razor is (hidden)in the razor case, or as fire
in the fire source. Him they see not for (as seen) he is incomplete, when
breathing he is called breath '@@a), when speaking voice (v&), when seeing
eye (cakSus),when hearing ear (irotr) when thinking mind (manas).These are
merely the names of his acts . .. The self is to be meditated upon for in it all
those become one.31

I11 verse ten, echoing verse one, we are told that in the beginning this
(self? world?) was Brahman (brahma vE idam agra Esit). This Brahman, like
Etman in verse one, became the whole creation (tasmat tat sarvam abhavat).
These verses thus serve to equate Etman and Brahman. The whole section,
however, is highly reminiscent of statements about prlna who, as seen, is
incomplete, who manifests as prana, vic, cabus, Srotra and manas and who is
ultimately the unitary immortal source of all. In other words, the pattern
employed in this text to establish atman/Brahman as the fundamental
principle is one which is clearly modelled on earlier accounts of the nature
ofpr@a.

B.A.U.
2.1.17
This verse describes how the vijn"ana-maya-purusa(the person made of
consciousness)takes the consciousness (@Enam) of the priinas, here referring
to the various faculties, into itself and resides in the space within the heart
(antar-hydya-EkkiiSa)during sleep. The verse ends with the statement "when
the breath (prana) is restrained, speech (vEc) is restrained, the eye (cakus) is
restrained, the ear (Srotra) is restrained, the mind (manas) is restrained."
Verse twenty indicates that this vzjfiiina-maya-puru~ais, in fact, the Etman,
from which come all prznas, all worlds (loka), all deities (deva) and all beings
(bhfita). The verse ends with the statement "rE1;2as are the truth (saga) and
their truth is this (Etman)".32
Here again we have the connection between the pranas (facultiedvital
breaths) and the self (Etman). The relationship between the two is identical
to that which in other contexts operates between the unitaryprana and the
diversifiedprLinas.

B.A.
U. 4.1-2
There are seven verses in the first Brrihmana of this chapter, for which
Radhakrishnan provides the sub-heading "Inadequate definitions of
Brahman".33 It is part of Y~jfiavalkya'steaching. Here he asks King
Janaka of Videha what other teachers have said about the highest
Brahman (parama brahman). Upon receiving this request Janaka states that
i
"speech (vzc) is the highest Brahman", Udarika
Jitvan ~ a i l i n says
~ a u l b % ~ asays
n a "breath (pr@za)is the highest Brahman", Barka Varsga
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says "the eye (caksus) is the highest Brahman", Gardhabhivipita
Bharadvaja says "the ear (Srotra) is the highest Brahman", Satyak~ma
Jabala says "the heart (hydnya) is [the highest] Brahman". To all these
claims Y~jfiavalkyahas just one reply: "This Brahman is only one-footed,
Your Majesty", i.e. it is incomplete or inadequate.
However, U~jfiavalkyahimself makes no statements about the nature of
the highest Brahman. Rather, in 4.2 he asks Janaka where he will go after
death. Janaka admits his ignorance and asks Y~jfiavalkato enlighten him.
Y~jfiavalkapoints out the person in the right eye is Indra (Indha) and the
person in the left eye is his wife (Erg). These two are united in the space
within the heart and move in that channel (nndg which goes upward from
the heart. Nourishment flows to them through the channels (hitch) of the
heart. "Therefore that (self composed of Indha and KT@)is, as it were, an
eater of finer food than the bodily self (Sarira itman)."34The next verse (v.4)
then states that his (the self's) western side are the western breaths, the
eastern side, the eastern breaths, etc. but the self (atman) is not this, not this
(neti, netz); (see C. U. 3.13.1-6 for a correlation between individual breaths
and each of the five directions). The ritman is then described in exactly the
same words that are found in the description of the atman in B.A.U. 3.9.26:
it is incomprehensible, indestructible, unattached, unfettered, free from
suffering and injury.
These two Brrihmanas constitute what is obviously a version of the
competition of the faculties. Vic, przna, caksus, Srotra, manas and, here, hrdaya
are all deemed to be incomplete expressions of Brahman. The complete
expression appears to be ritman, who is said to be none of the prcinas (here
linked with the various directions; in 3.9 stated to be pr*, apana etc.) and
to be incomprehensible etc. Again, there can be little doubt that the
manner of introducing and describing the atman is modelled on other
accounts where the unitary praw occupies the place of the atman. Here,
however, instead of the atman which is prcina occupying the body completely
like a razor in a razor case, as in Kaus U. 4.20, it abides in the heart.

A.U

1.2

This is complex text which is difficult to interpret but, given the foregoing
analysis of other Upanisadic passages and the argument set out below, its
status as an account of the nature of itman which is 'modelled' on similar
accounts of the nature ofpripa is not difficult to appreciate. The story line is
that of the atman creating the universe. First he creates the worlds (loka),
which are water (ambhas), light space or light rays (mancz), death (mars) and
water (apas). Water (ambhas) is above heaven or sky (dyaus), which is its
support. The light space (markz) is the atmosphere; death (mara)is the earth
@gthivTj and beneath that are the waters (apas). Many translators take the
following verses to teach that puru~awas then created out of the waters by
the self. The text reads "so 'dbhya euapum~amsamudhrtytmCrchnyat",35 and this
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could legitimately be rendered as something like, "from out of these
(udbba-ablative plural) he took and gave form to the puru;an. In other
words, the puru~awas derived from all the worlds created by the self and not
just from the waters. Then the Ztman broods over (abhyatapa) the puruja and
'hatches' (nirabhidyata) the world guardians (lokapZla),which are the various
faculties and phenomena, from the parts of the purusa's body. The pattern
of derivation can be set out as follows:
mouth (mukha)

+

speech ( u ~ c )

+

fire (agnz)

nostrils (nzsike)

breath (przp)

wind (vqu)

eyes (ak,$nz)

sight (caksus)

the sun (ZdiQa)

ears (kamu)

hearing (Srotra)

directions (dG4

skin (tuac)

hairs (loma)

heart (h?q

mind (manas)

plants and trees
(o;adhivanaspaQa)
moon (candra)

navel (nabhz)

digestive faculty (apZna) death (m@a)

phallus (SGna)

semen (reta)

waters (@a)

Once created, these divinities (devata): speech, fire, breath, wind, sight,
sun, hearing, directions, hairs, plants and trees, mind, moon, digestive
faculty, death, semen and waters, all fall into jprzpatan) the great ocean
(mahapamava) where they experience hunger and thirst. They then ask the
atman to find them somewhere to become established brati~ihita)and eat
food. They are offered a cow and then a horse but both are deemed to be
inadequate. Then the/a purusa is offered and this is found to be an
acceptable home. Each of the prir,ciples/deities in the right hand column
enters the one from which it was derived and these, in turn, enter into the
parts ofpunqa's body from whence they came. Hunger and thirst, however,
are then left without an abode, so the atman allows them to enter the puruaa
along with the other principles/deities. Finally, the Ztman produces material
form (miirtz) from the water(s) (a/Zpa) and this acts as food.
We are then presented with a version of the contest of the faculties. Food
tries to escape being consumed by the purusa, who tries to seize it with each
of his faculties in turn: speech, breath, sight, hearing, skin, mind, generative
organ and digestive faculty ( a p i f n ~ )It. ~is~the digestive faculty alone that is
able to seize the food. Then comes a peculiar statement: "Vayu is the
grasper of food, Vayu is the one who lives on food." Vayu, of course, is
derived fromprGna in the first list so why it is introduced at this point is
unclear.
So constituted, the individualpurusa seems to be complete. It is a rnicrocosm of the macrocosm and has the ability, indicated by the list of derivations, to apprehend phenomena and satisfy the needs of hunger and thirst.
The atman wonders how (or whether) thepuru;a, as it is constituted, can live
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without him. He then considers the means by which he could enter this
being and dismisses each of the routes listed in columns one and two since
he does not identify himself (solely?)with any faculty or part of the body.
He thus decides to enter through the door called 'the cleft' (vidrb], located
at the crown of the head (siman). Once inside, he perceives 'this very person
- "tam evapurusa' (i.e. himself?) as brahma tataman' (just that supreme one).
The following verse tells us that this perceiver (the Ztman) is Indra, whose
abode is often stated to be in the right eye.
The purpose of the whole chapter seems to be the presentation of a view
which not only makes the self the source of all existence but also makes
external phenomena derive from the purusa. The facts that the Ztman is the
ultimate identity of all the worlds, faculties and phenomena, that he enters
the body through the top of head and that he is identified with Indra all
remind one ofpriina, which in other contexts does all these things and has
all these characteristics.
T h e final chapter of this Upani;ad, just four verses long, supports this
connection. It provides information about the nature of the Ztman. The
sanskrit is not clear, however, and verse one could be either a series of questions and answers or just a series of questions.
Hume points out that all the published texts of this Upanisad open with
the words ko )am though Muller, Bohtlingk and Deussen amend it to koyam.
Given the context, I would favour the amendation for the issue would then
be cast in familiar mould: that of the faculties competing Hence, verse one
would read:

Who is he whom we worship as the Ztman? Which one is the itman? ps it he]
by whom one sees, or be] by whom one hears, or [he] by whom one smells
odours, or [he] by whom one speaks speech, or [he] by whom one distinguishes between the sweet and the unsweet?
The impled answer is 'None of these', and this would certainly fit with
the conclusions of all other similar competitions. However, instead of
straightforward answers, verse two provides a list of mental phenomena, all
of which are stated to be names of intelligence (pr.jn"ina).Verse three then
informs us that this prq'Zina is everything. It is Brahman, Indra, Praj~pati
and all the gods. It is the five elements, the foundation (pratighita) of all
things, the guide or eye (netra) of all things. The final verse tells us that
'he',37by means of the intelligence-self (prajn"Ztman),left this world and,
having obtained all his desires in the world of heaven, became immortal
(svarge loka sawin kimzn aptvZmrtah samabha~at).~~
The pr.jn"Ztman thus seems to be the self referred to in verse one. Such a
conclusion would put this text in agreement with the other Upanisad of the
Rgveda, the Kausitaki, in employing the term pr@itman to refer to the
supreme self. There, of course, thepr.jn"itman is explicitly equated w i t h p r i ~
and such an equation would not be out of character here. If so, we see,
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once again, that the concept ofprapa has been employed as a kind of blueprint for the presentation of atman as the supreme principle.
Mait. U;

6.1-3 a n d 8

He (the self) bears himself in two ways, as he who is breath @rap)and he
who is the sun (adiga).Yonder sun, verily is the outer self; the inner self is
breath . . . There are, assuredly, two forms of Brahman, the formed and the
formless. Now that which is formed is unreal (asaga);that which is formless is
the real (saga);that is the Brahman, that is the light. That which is the light is
the sun ... The self (itman)is the lord (ZZna),the beneficent (Sambhu), the real
(bhava), the terrible (mdra), the lord of creation @rujZpatz),the creator of all
(uiivasyk),the golden germ (hirayagarbha),truth (saba),life @rZw),spirit (hamsa),
the ordainer (SZst4, the pervader (vknu), Nzr2yana [abode of man], the
shining (arka), [the] vivifier (sauita), the upholder (dhztq, the maker (vidhitq,
sovereign (samriij) Indra, the moon (indur) . . . He who has all forms, the
golden one, who is all-knowing, the h a 1 goal, the only light, who gives heat,
the thousand rayed, abiding in a hundred places, the life krina) of creatures,
the yonder sun, rises.39
Once again, the concept of self (atman) as it is presented in this material
appears to be employed as a synonym for the unitary prfipz. I n the satupatha
Brahmapz A,oni is often put in the same role as the unitaryprina. Hence, in
S.B. 10~3.31-8 we are told that Agni manifests in the body as speech, eye
(sight), mind (mentation), ear (hearing) and 'the agni who is everything
here': prfiq. ThiS is exactly the kind of statement which, elsewhere, describes
the manifestation of the unitary pnipa in the body. T h e first four pass into
prana during sleep a n d emerge .again o n waking. Cosmically, fire
corresponds to speech, the sun to the eye, the moon to the mind, the ear to
the quarters a n d V ~ y uto p r e a . Similar correspondences are found
throughout the Satapatha Brihmapz. Numerous references make Agni, Vgyu,
(or p r e a ) and Aditya the three principal manifestations of Agni40 and in
other places there are statements about Agni which exactly parallel those
made about the atman in the above-quoted UpanQadic text, namely that Agni
is the sun (adipa) in the cosmos and breath (prana) in the individual.
I n this Upani;adic passage the sun (idipa) is the formless (amiirta) and real
or true (sapa) aspect (%pa) of Brahman. I n B.A.U 2.3.1-6 we have a similar
account. Here the formless (amiirta) and real or true (sat) aspects (Cpa) of
Brahman are prina. Taking all this information together it is clear that
although it is not explicit in the text the author is drawing on a range of
established associations a n d equivalances where the unitary Agni, the
unitary priipz and the atman can all be equated. This Agni/prZna/itman is the
real, unformed Brahman, the supreme principle which manifests as a
variety of cosmic and individualized phenomena. I n the final analysis,
however, all these manifestations are unreal (mat or asapa).
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Kena Up. r
Brahman is described as the ear of the ear, the mind of the mind, the
speech of the speech, the eye of the eye and the pr@a of the prag (1.2).
Brahman is not expressed through speech but is that by which speech is
expressed; is not thought by the mind but is that by which the mind thinks;
is not seen by the eye but is that by which the eye sees; is not heard by the
ear but is that by which the ear hears; is not breathed by the breath @rCna)
but is that by which the breath breathes. A later verse of the same UpaniJad
(3.1) tells us that Brahman once conquered for the devns and they gloried in
his conquest (a reference to B.A.U 1.3 and C.U 1.2. 1-14 whereprea defeats
the asurns?).It would appear, therefore, that here again we have an example
of the priina concept being employed as a 'model' for the description of
Brahman.
Conclusion
Overall, I think the foregoing analyses demonstrate that, in some Upani;adic
circles at least, the concepts of Ztman and Brahman were developed on the
basis of already existing conceptions of pma. I am not claiming, however,
that Upani~adicaccounts of Ctman and Brahman are always to be understood
in this way. Some Upani~ads,such as the Isa and the MCndkya, do not
mentionprZna at all and it could hardly be argued that their presentation of
Ztman and Brahman are derived from descriptions of pr@a. The same
applies to the ~vet~oatara
Upani;ad which mentions pr@a only once (2.9).
Despite these clualifications it is obvious, in the light of the foregoing that
the characterization of prCna as found in the writings of Badarayana,
~alikara,Ramanuja and other classical Vedantins constitutes a far from
accurate interpretation of the Upanipds.
Just why these influential Vedanta teachers were so rigorous in their
denial of any equation between atman/Brahman and p r e a is a complex
issue in itself but one explanation which links with later developments is
that the prZna concept is not philosophically user-friendly. It has already
been noted how the meaning of the term prZna changes according to the
level of description being employed, and this makes it difficult for
philosophers to use it in a precise way. It should be mentioned that the
same was true of Ztrnan in the pre- Upani;adzc literature, where it had a range
of meanings from trunk, through body to self, breath and spirit. By the
time of the Upani~adrthough, it had lost its more physical meanings.
Priina is also a dynamic reality, constantly moving, constantly changing.
For the later Ved~ntinssuch an entity could not be truly real. For them,
only that which did not change could be real. Linked with this is the fact
that the Vedanta tradition came increasingly under the influence of the
Samkhya philosophy. Although the author of the BrahmasStra and
theologians such as ~arikarafrecluently criticize the Sarpkhya school for
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being unorthodox, a general pattern that can be discerned is that the later
the Vedantin text the more Samkhya concepts are assimilated.
This process can be traced back at least as far as the Katha UpaniJad, and
there is plenty of evidence from the great epic, the Mahabharata, that Vedic
versions of Samkhya existed alongside non- Vedic ones. 'The former were
promulgated by brahmins; subscribed to the view thatpuru~awas single and.
unitary; incorporated the Vedic gods into their systems; and reckoned that a
householder could gain release as well as a renouncer. The latter criticized
the brahmins for conducting animal sacrifices and thus breaking the code
6
to the view that there were many puru~ns;made no refof a h i ~ subscribed
erence to gods in their descriptions of the world; and emphasized the
importance of renunciation.
The Samkhya cosmology is very orderly. One tattua (principle) emerges
from another in a pre-determined order; the faculties (indnya) are neatly
divided into two sets of five: the faculties of perception (buddhzndnyas) on the
one hand, and the faculties of action (kamzendnyas) on the other; the purusa
of S~mkhyais immutable, not subject to change.
Samkhya thus appeals to an orderly philosophical mind and its highest
principle, purusa, is immutable. In fact, later Vedantins tend to take
Upanisadic references to prinas as references to the indr5as of Samkhya.
However, scrutiny of Upani~adicpassages referring to PrZna reveals that the
lists of prznas in the Upanisads never include the kamzendnyns of Smkhya.
This shows just how far the later Vedantins were prepared to go in the
direction of misrepresenting Upani~adicteachings in the service of their
own ideas.
A study of references to prZna in the Brahmasiitra and in the writings of
Sadkara and Rarnanuja, the two most influential Vedanta teachers, reveals
much the same thing. As mentioned earlier, the primary task of the author
or authors of the Brahmasiitra was to deal with problematic passages from
the Upani~ads,that is, passages that were difficult to interpret within the
framework of emerging Vedanta philosophy.
Most of these problematic passages dealing with pr@a are, in fact, those
presenting pr@a as the ultimate principle or where p r e a seems to be the
source of mentation or cognition. In all cases, the aim of Badarayana,
~ a l i k a r aand R ~ m a n u j ais the same: to claim that the Upanigzdic teachers
did not mean what they said when they described prZna as the source of
everything or identified it with atman or bnihman. Consequently, the
literature of the Vedanta school (except the Upani~adsthemselves) has little
to say on the concept of prZna. When it is mentioned it is usually to
comment that pr@a is a purely phenomenal principle which has nothing to
do with sentience or cognition.
With these considerations in mind, a rather bold and provocative conclusion seems appropriate. It is this. O n the subject of prZna the great
Vedanta commentators wilfully misrepresented the teachings of the
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Ufiani~ads.By doing so they rendered a great disservice to those who turn
to them for guidance when seeking to understand the message of those
ancient scriptures.
Notes
Deutsch, 1969, p. 9.
See, Sor example, their commentaries on Bral~mmiitra1.1.23(24); 1.1.28-31 (29-32); 1.3.39
(40-4) and 1.4.16-18. Numbers in parentheses refer to Ramanuja's arrangement
Ewing, 1903, p. 9.
Whitney, 1905, pp. 632-3.
Keith, 1969 [1g25], p. 205.
0p. .it. p. 201.
Op. cit. p. 206.
See lac. cit.
Lac. Git.
Lac. cit.
Lac. cit Sn.
Op. cit. p. 208.
0). tit. p. 213.
Op. cit. p. 220.
Ewing, 1903, p. 7.
Loc. dl.
Eg-geling-,1882, (I) p. 121.
Idem, 1895. (4) p. 144:
Idern, 1900, (5) p. 3 ci. 5.2.4.10 and 11.1.2.3.
7.5.1.22.
1.3.2.3, 8.3.4.5, 10.2.6.15 and 10.3.1.5,
8.2.2.8.
8.1.4.1, 8.7.2.14, 8.7.3.6.
6,3.1.13 and 15.
7.1.1.24.
Keith, 1969 [1g25]. p. 220.
Radhakrishnan, 1953, pp. 468-83.
Op. cit. p. 487.
Radhakrishnan, 1953, p. 791. This passage makes the existence of the worlds ([aka) dependent on the gods (deua)which, in turn, are dependent on theprdw (pripz, apinu, etc.) which,
in turn, are dependent on priu./prajiidtman. Such an arrangement reverses the common
Upanjrudic pattern of emphasizing cosmology over psychology by making the cosmos (the
adllidaivatu realm) dependent on the individual ( h e adlyZtma realm).
Op. cit. p. 163,
Op. ciGit.p. 166 (slig-htlyamended).
My translation.
Radhakrishnan, 1953, p. 246.
Op. cit. p. 253.
Op. cit, p, 515.
We may note here that whilst speech, breath, etc. all come from column two, skin and
generative organ come from column one. Furthermore, the order oS digestive hculty and
generative organ are reversed in the 'seizing' list. Exactly why skin replaces hairs here is not
clear. Radhakrishnan suggests that 'touch' is what is implied. The reason why touch, which
would have heen the most logical entry in column two, was initially displaced hy hairs was
probably that the author (or redactor) wanted to get 'o~adliiuanmpa&a'into column three and
this would seem to 11e a peculiar derivation Srom touch. The reaon for the reversal ol'fina
and ufiZna is more obvious. The writer wanted to end the list with the only successful faculty.
The reason for the original order would seem to be the simple physical progression from
I~igherto lower: heart, navel, and phallus.
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37.
38.
39.
40.
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Pum:ra or itman, not, as many commentators suggest, VZmadeva.
Radhakrishnan, 1g53>p. 524.
0fi. cit. pp. 8 1 6 7 and 821-2.
e.g, 6.3.3.16; 6.7.4.4; 7.1.1.22-23; 8.5.2.8; 9.1.1.23; 9.2.1.21 and 1o.6.2.1-11.

Abbreviations
A.A.
A. U.
B.A. U .
c.2%
Xath. U.
Kau;. 2%
Mait. 2%
Mund. U
P. 2%
S.B.

12%

Aitareya dranyaka
Aitarya Upanijad
BThad-Aranyaka Upani;ad
C h l i n d o ~ aUpanijad
Ifatha Upanijad
Kau@taili Upani;ad
Maitri Upanijad
Mundaka Upanijad
Praina Upanijad
~atapathaBrzhmana
Taittin;va Upani;ad
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